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Reduced Decompositions in Weyl Groups 
WITOt~ KgA~KmWlCZ 
Let R be a root system with fixed basis ~' and let W be its Weyl group. For every element 
w ~ W, there exists a natural correspondence between reduced ecompositions of w and some 
linear orders of the set of inversions of w. We study combinatorial properties of these orders. 
Furthermore, in the case of a symmetric group, for any permutation w we construct a linear 
action of the symmetric group ,Sl(w ) on the space spanned by reduced ecompositions of w. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let W be the Weyl group of a root system R (which we assume to be crystallographic 
but not necessarily irreducible). We fix a base 27 of R. Then the set S of simple 
reflections i a set of generators of W. Hence any element w of W can be expressed as a 
product of simple reflections. Denote by l (w) the minimal number of factors in such a 
presentation. Any presentation of w as a product of l(w) simple reflections is called a 
reduced decomposition of w. 
Reduced decompositions serve as a system of indexes for different geometrical 
objects related to algebraic groups (see, e.g., [2,3]). They also appear in the 
investigations of cohomology rings of flag varieties [7, 12]. 
In [16], Stanley proved a remarkable relationship between Young diagrams and 
reduced decompositions in symmetric groups. For each permutation w, he described 
two partitions, h(w) and ~(w), of l (w) and proved that the number of reduced 
decompositions of w is of the form ~ a~(w)f ~, where the sum ranges over partitions A 
with A(w) ~< h ~</z(w), f~ is the number of standard Young tableaux of the shape A and 
aa(w) are integer coefficients. Combinatorial proofs of this fact were given in [14] and 
[5]. From these proofs, it follows that the coefficients a,(w) are non-negative. 
A similar result for hyperoctahedral groups (i.e. Weyl groups of type Bt) was 
conjectured in [16] and proved in [8] and [13]. 
In the present paper we study reduced ecompositions by means of combinatorics of
root systems. Our results are twofold. In the first part of the paper we parameterize 
reduced decompositions of elements in the Weyl group by some orderings of positive 
roots. Then we use that parameterization to .interpret Stanley's result on number of 
reduced decompositions in the symmetric group in flame of representation theory. 
More specifically, our approach is the following. Recall that a positive root 3' is an 
inversion of w E W if the root w(3') is negative. We denote by Fw the set of inversions 
of w. Let w = SlS2" ' 'Sk  be a reduced decomposition, where si is the reflection with 
respect o ai E 27. It is known that Fw is equal to the set of 0~ = S~Sk-1 " " "S~+l(a~), i = 
1, 2 , . . . ,  k. In this way any reduced ecomposition of w provides an ordering of the set 
Fw, and we obtain a correspondence b tween reduced decompositions of w E W and 
some linear orders on Fw. Zhelobenko proved in [17] that a linear order of R+ = F,~ 
corresponds to a reduced decomposition of w0 iff it is normal, i.e. it satisfies the 
following property: for every decomposition/3 = 3'1 + 3'2 of a positive root/3 into a sum 
of positive roots,/3 lies between 3"a and 3"2. This result can be easily generalized to the 
case of arbitrary element w e W. 
In Section 2 we give two characterizations of orders on F~ which do correspond to 
reduced decompositions of w. The first one is a generalization of the normality of 
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order (Theorem 2.6), while the second one (Theorem 2.9) is inspired by the balance 
condition of Edehnan and Greene [5]. For technical reasons we prefer to work with 
some integer-valued functions on the set rw instead of orders. We call them 
w-tableaux. Explanation of that name is given in Section 3. It turns out that for special 
elements w e W, w-tableaux are in natural correspondence with Young tableaux of 
appropriate shape. 
In Section 4 we treat the case of the symmetric groups. For any permutation w we 
define a linear action of the symmetric group Zttw) on the space Sw spanned by 
w-tableaux. Stanley's result on the number of reduced decompositions of permutations 
is a consequence of the existence of that action and of the representation theory. 
2. REDUCED DECOMPOSITIONS 
Let R be a root system with a fixed basis Z. We denote by R+ the set of positive 
roots of R. Let W = W(R)  be the Weyl group of R and let w be an element of W. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A positive root 3' is an inversion of w if the root wC3" ) is negative. 
We denote by Fw the set of all inversions of w. 
The set F,, is a closed set of roots, i.e. if 3'~ and 3'2 are inversions and 71 + 3"2 is a 
root, then it is also an inversion. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. If S = S, is a simple reflection, then a is the only inversion of s. 
Our starting point is the following well known theorem (see, e.g., [1] or [9] for a 
proof). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let  R be a root system with a base ~ and with the Weyl  group 
W = W(R) .  Let  w = s :2"  • • Sk, where s~ is the reflection with respect to a i~ Z, be a 
reduced decomposition. Denote 
Oi = s,sk-1 • • • si+l(a), i = 1, 2, . . . ,  k. 
Then the roots Oi are pairwise distinct and exhaust he set o f  inversions o f  w. [] 
As a corollary, it follows that the length l (w)  of w equals the number of inversions of 
w. Moreover, we have the following formula 
= ~s~F~ U {,~} if l(wso) > l(w), 
Fw~. tsa(/'~ \{a}) i f l (ws~, )< l (w) ,  
for a simple reflection s,,. 
Theorem 2.3 establishes a correspondence between reduced decompositions of 
w e W and some linear orders of the set of inversions Fw. Our goal is to characterize 
these orders. For technical reasons we prefer to deal with some integer-valued 
functions on R+ instead of orders. Let us introduce some definitions. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A function T on the set R+ of positive roots and with values in the 
set {0, 1 . . . . .  l(w)} is called a tableau of shape w e W, or simply a w-tableau, if the 
Reduced decompositions 
following conditions are fulfilled: 
(T1) T(/3) = 0 unless/3 is an inversion for w. 
(T2) T establishes a bijection between the sets Fw and {1, 2 . . . . .  /(w)}. 
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Now let w = s~s2" • • Sk be a reduced decomposition of w and let 0~ be as in Theorem 
2.3. With the decomposition we can associate a w-tableau by setting 
i if/3 = Oi, 
T(/3) = 0 /3 ~ Fw. 
We will say that the tableau T encodes the decomposition w = s is  2 • " " S k. 
By convention the tableau which assigns zero to each positive root encodes the only 
(empty) reduced decomposition of the neutral element in W. 
It is clear that different reduced decompositions provide different sequences {0i} and 
hence different tableaux. However, there exist tableaux which do not encode any 
decomposition. 
DEFINITION 2.5. We say that a w-tableau T is standard if the following condition 
(T3) is fulfilled for every positive root/3: 
(T3) For every decomposition/3 = Yl + Y2 of/3 into a sum of two positive roots, T(/3) 
is between T(yl)  and T(y2) (i.e. T(yl)/> T(/3) i> T(y2) or T(yl)  ~< T(/3) ~< T(y2)). 
It is easy to see that w-tableaux correspond to linear orders of Fw and that a 
w0-tableau is standard iff the corresponding linear order of R÷ is normal. 
THEOREM 2.6. A w-tableau T encodes a reduced decomposit ion o f  w i f f  it is standard. 
PROOF. We use induction on length of w. Assume that a w-tableau T encodes 
reduced decomposition w = s l s2""sk .  Let a be a simple root corresponding to the 
reflection Sk and put v=ws, .  Let T' be a v-tableau which endodes reduced 
decomposition v = sls,  • • "Sk-1. The  tableau T' is standard by induction hypothesis and 
T'(s,~/3) for/3 # a, 
(2.7) T(/3) = tk  for/3 = a. 
We must show that the tableau T is standard. 
Let/3 be a positive root. If T(/3) = 0 then the statement follows from the fact that Fw 
is a closed set of roots, so we can assume T( /3)~ 0. Moreover, the condition (T3) is 
fulfilled for/3 = a because a is indecomposable. So let/3 be an inversion of w different 
from a with the decomposition/3 = Yl + Y2. If this decomposition does not contain a, 
then Sk/3 = Sky1 + Sk'Y2 is a decomposition of Sk/3 and T'(sk/3)= T(/3) lies between 
T'(Sky~) = T(yl)  and T'(sky2)= T(y2) by the induction hypothesis. If it does, it is of  
the form 13 = (/3 - a)  + a. Since T(a)  = k is larger than T(/3), it is enough to show that 
T(/3)> T(/3 - a). However, T(/3 - a )  = T'(Sk(/3 -- a ) )  = T ' ( s J3  + a). The root a is 
not an inversion for v and T ' (a )  = 0. Hence the condition (T3) for the tableau T' and 
the root sk/3 + a implies that T'(Sk/3 + a)  < T'(sk/3) = T(/3), and the proof follows. 
Conversely, assume that every standard v-tableau with l ( v )<k  encodes some 
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reduced decomposition of v. Let l (w)= k and assume that T is a standard w-tableau. 
Put a -- T- l(k) .  Since T is standard, the root a has no decompositions, so it is simple. 
Let v = ws~,. We have l(v) < l(w) and we define a v-tableau T' by the formula 
(2.8) T,(/3) = (0T(s~/3) for/3 # a, 
for/3 = a. 
It is easy to see that standardness of T implies standardness of T', and that T' encodes 
some reduced decomposition v =S:2" ' 'Sk -1  by induction hypothesis. But then T 
encodes the decomposition w = s~s2 • • • Sk-lSa. [] 
It turns out that the condition (T3) in the definition of standard tableau can be 
replaced by another property which is more quantitative in nature. Let us introduce 
some definitions. A positive root 3' is a summand of a positive root /3 if/3 - 3' is a 
positive root. We denote the set of all summands of 13 by 5e(/3). The number of 
decompositions of the root/3 into a sum of positive roots is equal to half of the number 
of elements in 5"(/3). We call this number the rank of/3 and denote it by r(/3). 
Now, let T be a standard w-tableau and let/3 be an inversion of w. It follows from 
the condition (T3) that in every decomposition of/3 there is exactly one summand at 
which the value of T is strictly less than T(/3). Denote by ~r(/3) the set of summands 3'
of/3 with T(7) < T(/3). The condition (T3) implies the following equality: 
(T4) r(/3) = IZer(/3)l. 
THEOREM 2.9. A w-tableau is standard iff the condition (T4) is fulfilled for any 
inversion/3 of  w. 
To prove the theorem, we need deeper insight into combinatorics of root systems. 
Let a be a simple root and let/3 be a positive root. Recall that the a-chain through/3 is 
the set of roots of the form/3 + ka, where k is integer. Let k~ and k2 be maximal and 
minimal integers k such that /3 + ka is a root. The roots /3 + k~a and /3 +k2a  are 
called, respectively, the beginning and the end of the a-chain. The number kl - k2 - 1 
is the length of the a-chain, which can be 0, 1, 2 or 3. We call an a-chain of length k a 
k -  a-chain. If /3 is the end of a k -  a-chain, then k =n(/3, a), where n(/3, a )= 
2(/3, a)/ (a,  a) and ( - - , - - )  is a non-degenerated W-invariant bilinear form on the 
space spanned by roots. All a-chains in irreducible root systems with length greater 
than 1 are itemized in Table 1 (we use the notation of [1]). 
TABLE I 
k R a k - t~-chain 
2 Bt et e~-et ,  e~,e~+et; i=l ,  2 . . . . .  1 -1  
Ct el - e~+l 2e1÷1, el + e~+l, 2e~ 
F4 0010 0100, 0110, 0120 
1100, 1110, 1120 
1222, 1232, 1242 
0001 0120, 0121, 0122 
1120, 1121, 1122 
1220, 1221,1222 
3 {;2 *'l *'2, *'1 + *'2, 2.'1 + *'2, 3.'1 + *'2 
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In the sequel we investigate the relationship between summands and decompositions 
of different roots/3 in a given a-chain. Let 5e~(/3) be the set of summands of/3 which 
are different from a and/3 - a. 
LEMMA 2.10. I f  /3 is a positive root and a is a simple root, then s, establishes a
bijection between those decompositions of fl and s,~/3 which do not contain a. Similarly, 
it establishes a bijection between the sets 5e,(fl) and 6f~(s,,fl). 
PROOF. The assertion follows easily from the fact that a is the only inversion of sa. 
[] 
LEMMA 2.11. Let/3 be a positive root and let a be a simple root. Then one of three 
possible relations between rank of/3 and sa/3 holds. 
(2.11.1) r(/3) = r(s~/3) iff /3 = s~/3 or/3 and s~/3 are the middle terms of a 3--a-chain. 
(2.11.2) r(/3) = r(s~/3) + 1 iff /3 is the end of an a-chain. 
(2.11.3) r(/3) + 1 = r(s,~/3) iff /3 is the beginning of an a-chain. 
PROOF. Observe that a root has a decomposition containing a unless it is a 
beginning of a-chain and use the previous lemma. [] 
The two above lemmas give us only quantitative information on the decompositions 
of roots in a-chains. We will need a more detailed description of the decompositions 
for two neighboring roots in an a-chain. 
Let a be a simple root and suppose that both/3 and/3 - a (resp./3 + a)  are positive 
roots. A function ~p defined on a subset of 6e(/3) and with values in 5e(/3 - a)  (resp. in 
9'(/3 + a))  is said to be admissible if ~p(3,) = 3' or ~p(3') = 3' - a (resp. 3, + a)  for any 3' 
in the domain of q. 
LEMMA 2.12. Let a be a simple root. I f /3 -  a, /3 is an a-chain of length 1, then 
r(/3) = r(/3 - a) + 1 and there exists an admissible bijection ~: 6e~(/3)~ 5e,,(/3 - a). 
PROOF. The root/3 is the end of the a-chain and n(/3, a) = 1. Let 3' be a summand 
of /3 different from a and /3 -a .  We look at the value of n(3', a). We have 
n(3', a)  + n(/3 - 3', a)  = 1 and both n(3", a)  and n(/3 - % a)  are among the numbers 0, 
+1, +2 and +3. There are only three possibilities for the sum of two such numbers to 
be 1. 
1 =3 + (--2) =2 + ( -1 )  = 1 +0. 
In the first case, one of the roots 3' or/3 - 3' is the beginning of 2 - a-chain, while the 
second of them is the end of 3 - a-chain. However, there are no simple roots a with 
,-,-chains of lengths 2 and 3. 
If, also, the second case does not hold for given a and/3, then one can take ~ to be 
s,,. Therefore we must treat the case in which n(3,, a )= 2 for some summand 3, of/3 
different from a, i.e. the case in which at least one element of Y',,(/3) is the end of 
2 - a-chain. 
The root/3 and all its summands  are in the same component of the root system, so 
we can assume that R is irreducible. We will examine all irreducible root systems 
containing chains of length 2 case by case. 
In the root system of type B .  there are 2 - a-chains for a = et only but there are no 
1 - erchains. 
If  R is of type Ct then there exist 2 - a-chains for a = ei - et÷~. For such a the end 
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of the only 2 - a-chain is 3' = 2e~. However, if 3' ~ 6e~(/3) then /3 = ek + e,  k < i, and 
summands of /3  are of the form ek - ep, ep + e, k <p ~< i and ek + ep, and e~ - ep, 
p > i + 1. It is easy to verify that the function 
3 ' -a  
~(3')= 3" 
if 3' is of the form e~ ± ep, 
otherwise 
fulfils the conditions of the lemma. 
It remains to prove the assertion when the root system R is of type F4. In this case 
one can easy verify the lemma by hand. [] 
LEMMA 2.13. There are three types of  2 -  a-chains. I f /3  is the middle term in 
2 -  a-chain, then one of  the following cases holds: 
(2.13.1) r(/3 ) = r(/3 + a) = r(/3 - a) + 1 and there exist admissible bijections 
~o: Se~(/3)~ 6e~(/3 - a) and ~: 5e~(/3)~ 6e,,(/3 + a). 
(2.13.2) r(/3) = 2r(/3 + a)  - 1 = 2r(/3 - a )  + 1 and there exist admissible functions 
~: 6ea(/3)~ Se~(/3 - a) and ¢: 5"a(/3)~ 5",(/3 +a)  such that the inverse image of  any 
element consists of  two roots. 
(2.13.3) The roots a and /3 are in the component of  R isomorphic to F4 and a 
corresponds to 0010 and/3 to 1232, or a corresponds to 0001 and/3 to 1121 or to 1221. 
PROOF. Once again, we can assume that R is irreducible and we look at 
2 -  a-chains from the table. 
I f /3  is the middle term of a 2 - a-chain in the system of type Bt, then a = el and 
/3 = ei for some i. The only decompositions of/3 are of the form/3 = (et - ek) + ek, i < 
k ~< l and one can set 
~(e,  - ek)  = e, - e~, ~(e~)  = e~ - e,, 
q, Ce, - e~) = e, - e~, q, Ce~) = ek + e,. 
If R is of type C then a is of the form e~ - e~+~ and/3 = e~ + e~÷l. All decompositions of
/3 which do not contain a are of the form/3 = (e~ ± ek) + (ei+~ • ek), and the functions 
~(e,  + e~) = ~(e ,+ l  ± ek) = e ,+l  ± e~, q,(e; ± e~)  = ~(e ,+ l  ± e~) = e, ± e ,  
fulfil condition (2.13.2). 
All 2 - a-chain not contained in subsystems of type B or C are itemized in (2.13.3). 
[] 
Chains of length 3 appear only in components of R isomorphic to G2, and one can 
easily check the following fact. 
LEMMA 2.14. I f  /3 is an element of  3 - a-chain for some a, then r(/3 ) = O or l. [] 
To prove Theorem 2.9, we will first prove that if a tableau fulfils the condition (T4) 
for any inversion, then it fulfils some weakened version of (T3). 
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LEMMA 2.15. Assume that a w-tableau T fulfils the condition (T4) for every 
inversion o f  w. I f /3 is a positive root, a is a simple root and a is a summand of/3, then 
T(/3) is between T(a )  and T([3 - a). 
PROOF. Let w and T be as in the lemma. We will proceed by induction on/3 with 
respect o the natural order < on positive roots. 
Of course the lemma is true when/3 is a simple root. It is also true for roots/3 of 
rank 1 because the conditions (T3) and (T4) are evidently equivalent for such roots. So 
let/3 be a root of rank at least 2 and assume that the lemma is true for all positive roots 
/3' </3. Let a be a simple root which is a summand of/3. If T(/3) = 0, then/3 is not an 
inversion and at least one of the roots a or/3 - a is not an inversion either, and so the 
lemma follows. Let T(/3)v ~ 0 and assume that the lemma does not hold for/3. We will 
treat in detail the case T(a) ,  T(/3 - a) > T(/3); the opposite case is analogous. 
The above inequality is equivalent o the inclusion ~r ( /3 ) -  5e=(/3). We will use a 
description of summands of consecutive roots in a-chains to lead our assumption to 
contradiction. 
First, we notice that if there exists an admissible function ~p: b'~,(/3)~ 5e~(/3- a), 
then ~P(-~r(/3)) - ~r(/3 - a). To prove the assertion let us assume that T a ~r(/3). If 
~p(~,) = % then we have T(/3 - a) > T(/3) > T(V ) = T0p(T)). If tp(V ) = 7 - a, then one 
can use the induction hypothesis. We have T (a )> T(/3)> T(y)  and 7</3j  so 
T(~/) ~> T(7 - a), but T(/3 - a) > T(/3) and the statement follows. 
Similarly, if the function ~: 5e=(/3- a)-->~e (/3) is admissible, then ~b-l(~r(/3))~_ 
~¢T(/3). 
Now, we look at the position of/3 in the a-chain. It follows from the assumption 
r(/3)/> 2 and from Lemma 2.14 that/3 is not in an a-chain of length 3. 
I f /3 is the end of a 1 - a-chain or if/3 lies in the middle of a 2 - a-chain of type 
(2.13.1), then there exists an admissible function tp: ~,~(/3)---> bDa(/3 -- a). It follows from 
the condition (T4) and from the above discussion that 
r(/3 - a)  -- I~r(/3 - a)l >/I.LPT(/3)I = r(/3), 
but this contradicts the equality r(/3) = r(/3 - a)  + 1. 
Similarly, if /3 is the end of a 2 -  a-chain of type (2.13.1), then there are r(/3) 
elements in ~r( /3 -a )  corresponding via ~b to elements of ~r(/3). In addition, it 
follows from the induction hypothesis that a or/3 - 2a is in ~r(/3 - a)  and we have 
I~r(/3 - a)l/> r(/3 ) + 1. = r(/3 - a)  + 1, 
which contradicts (T4) for/3 - a. 
Let/3 be an element of a 2 - a-chain of the type (2.13.2). If/3 is the middle term of 
the chain, then 
IS, e-r(/3 - a) l  ~> I,p(,.<e-.r(/3)l I> ½ I,YJr(/3)l 
= ½r(/3) = ½(2r(/3 - a)  + 1) > r(/3 - a),  
and this also contradicts (T4) for /3 -  a. The arguments for /3 being the end of a 
2 - a-chain of this type are similar, but one has to use the function ~b of (2.13.2) instead 
of tp. 
Another possibility for/3 is to lie in one of the exceptional chains in a component of 
R isomorphic to F4. Also, this time we build some admissible functions, but it is more 
convenient to lok at the action of them on decompositions instead of summands. Next, 
we will use those functions along with the induction hypothesis to bring the assumption 
~r ( /3 ) -  b"a(/3) to contradiction. For every a-chain listed in (2.13.3) we give a table 
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TABLE2 
1120 1121 1122 
1120 +0001 1121 + 0001 
1000+ 0120 1000 + 0121 1000+ 0122 
1111 +0010 1110 + 0010 1111 +0011 1110 +0011 
1220 1221 1222 
1220+0001 1221 +0001 
1120+ 0100 1121 + 0100 1122+ 0100 
0120 + 1100 0121 + 1100 0122 + 1100 
1111 + 0110 1110 + 0110 1111 + 0111 1110 + 0111 
1222 1232 1242 
1222 + 0010 1232 + 0010 
1122 + 0100 1122 + 0110 1122 + 0120 
1100+ 0122 1110 + 0122 1120 + 0122 
1231 + 0001 1221 + 0001 1231 +0011 1221 + 0011 
1111 + 0121 1111 + 0111 1121 + 0121 1121 + 0111 
consisting of three columns corresponding to consecutive roots in the chain (see Table 
2). Rows contain decompositions of a root. Decomposit ions which do not contain a 
will be called distinguished. To every distinguished decomposit ion in the middle 
column, decomposit ions in the first and the third column are assigned. In each case it is 
clear that the assignment goes back from some admissible function. 
Let us consider respective cases. Assume that a = 0010. I f /3  = 1121 and ~r( f l )_c  
~=(fl), then there exists a distinguished ecomposit ion of  fl with both summands in 
~r(]3), and therefore both summands of the corresponding decomposit ion of  fl - a are 
in ~r(/3 - a). However,  every decomposit ion of /3  - ,~ contains a simple root. Hence 
the previous statement contradicts the induction hypothesis. 
Let fl = 1121. Decomposit ion 1000 + 0122 contains at most one element of ~r ( f l )  
because the corresponding decomposit ion o f /3 -a  contains a simple root. Hence if 
~r( f l )  - S"=(fl), then both summands in the last decomposit ion of fl are in ~r(f l ) -  This 
means that all four roots which ~b assigns to them are in ~r ( f l -  a). But then 
[~r ( f l  - a)l ~> 5 > r ( f l  - t~), which contradicts (T4). 
Let fl = 1221. We have r(/3) - r(/3 - a )  = 2, so it follows from the condition (T4) for 
- a that the last two decomposit ions o f /3  consist of elements of  ~r(f l ) .  But then, 
once again from (T4), it follows that the value of  T at both summands of first or second 
decomposit ion of  fl is larger than T(fl - a). It cannot be the first one because of the 
induction hypothesis and, in consequence, 
(*) T(0120), T(1100) > T(1220) > T(1110), T(0110). 
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However, the inequality T(1100)> T(1110), together with the induction hypothesis, 
implies T(1110) >1 T(0010). Then we have T(0120) > T(0010) and T(0110) > T(0120) 
from induction hypothesis, contrary to (*). 
The arguments for /3 = 1222 and for /3 lying in the third exceptional chain are 
analogous. 
In each case a contradiction is implied by the assumption that both T ( /3 -  a)  and 
T(a)  are larger than T(/3). The possibility of T(/3) > T(a) ,  T(/3 - a)  can be excluded 
by similar considerations, and the lemma follows. [] 
Now we can give the proof of Theorem 2.9. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.9. Proceeding by induction, assume that the implication is true 
for all shapes v with l(v) < k. Let l(w) = k and assume that a w-tableau T fulfils the 
condition (T4) for all inversions of w. Denote a = T- l (k ) .  The value of T on each 
summand of a is less than T(a)  and (T4) for a implies r(a)  = 0. Hence a is a simple 
root. We define a new tableau T'  of shape v = ws~ by the formula (2.8). It is easy to 
see that if T'  encodes some decomposition S1S2"' 'Sk_ 1 Of 11, then T encodes the 
decomposition s~s2" • • Sk-lS~ of W. By the induction hypothesis it is enough to prove 
that T'  fulfils condition (T4) for all inversions of v. Let/3 e Fv and let us look at the 
position of/3 in the a-chain. 
Assume at first that s~/3 =/3. If there are no decompositions of/3 containing a, then 
s~ acts on summands of/3 as an involution and 
~eT.( /3)=s.~r( /3) .  
I f /3 = a + (/3 - a) is a decomposition, then (2.15) together with T(a)  > T(/3) imply 
/3 - a e L,°r(/3). On the other hand, T'(/3 - a)  = T(s,~(/3 - a))  = T(/3 + a), and this 
number is greater than T(/3) = T'(/3). Hence 
~T,(/3) = s,.(.~T(/3) \1/3 - a}) u {a} 
and (T4) holds for/3 in T'. 
Let s,,/3 </3. Then /3 - a is a root. If s~/3 is the beginning of an a-chain then the 
decomposition /3= a + (/3 - a) is the only one which is not an image under sa of a 
decomposition of s~/3. The rank of/3 is greater by one than the rank of s~/3. On the 
other hand, T'(/3 - a) = T(s,~([3 - a))  = T(s,,/3 + a) > T(sa/3) = T'(/3) by (2.15), and 
.~eT,(/3 ) = s~,~T(s,,/3 ) u {a}. 
If there exists a decomposition of s~/3 containing a, then r(/3)=r(s~/3) and 
*~r'(/3) =S~(~T(S~/3)\{S~/3 -- a}U{a}. In each case, (T4) holds for/3. If/3 <s~/3, then 
the calculations are analogous. [] 
3. EXAMPLES 
In this section we deal with some special cases of standard tableaux. For some shapes 
w we will show how to identify standard w-tableau with a Young tableau. 
Recall some standard notions concerning parabolic subgroups in Weyl groups. Let a 
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be a simple root. By O we denote the set of simple roots different from a. The 
subgroup Wo of W generated by simple reflections sv with y ¢ O is a maximal parabolic 
subgroup of W. In each left coset of Wo in W there is exactly one element of minimal 
length, and we denote the set of those elements by W °. It is known that w ~ W ° iff 
l(ws~) > l(w) for each simple root y e O. It follows from Theorem 2.3 that the last 
condition is equivalent to the following one: w E W ° i f f  none of the roots y ~ O is an 
inversion for w. 
Denote by A,, the set of positive roots which are larger than or equal to a. Let 
/3 = a,,a + Y~oa~y,  where a~, ay >~ O, be an inversion for w ~ W °. It follows from the 
above characterization f W ° that the roots w(y) are positive, but w(/3) is negative, 
and so a,  > 0. Hence F~ is contained in A~. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let O=~\{a} and w ~ W °. Assume in addition that if  the vector 
a~a + Y~oa~,y is a root, then a, <~ 1. Then Fw is an Meal in the poset (A , <) and there 
is one-to-one correspondence between standard w-tableaux and linear extensions o f  the 
order < in Fw. 
PROOF. Let/3 be an inversion for w and assume that/3 covers/3' ~ A,~. Then/3 - /3 '  
is a simple root different from a, because of the assumption on a-coetficients of roots. 
Hence /3 - /3 '  is not an inversion. However, the sum of two roots which are not 
inversions is not an inversion and Fw is an ideal. 
Now let T be a standard w-tableau and let/3 and/3' be as above. Then T(/3 - /3 ' )  = 0 
and the inequality T(/3')> T(#) follows from standardness of T. 
Conversely, let T be an order reversing bijection from Fw to the poset 
{1, 2 . . . .  , l(w)}. We extend T to a w-tableau, setting T(/3) = 0 if/3 is not an inversion 
of w. Let/3 = Yl + ")t2 be a decomposition of an inversion/3. Then, exactly one of the 
y{s, say Yl, is an inversion because of the assumption on a-coefficients. But Yl </3 and 
T(yl) > T(/3) > T(y2) = 0. Therefore T is standard. [] 
EXAMPLE 3.2: the root system of type At. We range all the positive roots in the 
following triangular matrix: 
E1 - -  E2 E1 - -  E2 
E 2 - -  E 3 
Q I O  
Q 0 0  
E1 - -  E i+ l  • • • E]  - -E l -1  E1 - -  Et 
E 2 -  Ei+ 1 • . . E 2 -E l _  1 E2- -E  I 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
Ei - -  e i+ l  • . . E i - -  E l _ l  E i  - -  E l  
. ° . .  ° . ° . .  ° . .  ° .  ° . .  ° . .  
E l_2 -  E l _ l  E l -2  - -  El 
Et-1 --  El 
With respect o the order <, roots are growing in columns from the bottom to the top 
and in rows from the left to the right. The assumption of Lernma 3.1 on a-coefficients 
is fulfiled for any simple root a. Let a =e i -  E r The roots belonging to a ,  form a 
rectangle with a in the left bottom comer. It is convenient to identify the matrix of 
roots with a triangular system of boxes and to represent tableau T graphically filling 
boxes with values of the function T at corresponding roots. We will usually omit the 
value zero leaving the corresponding box to be empty. 
If w e W °, then it follows from Lemma 3.1 that the boxes corresponding to 
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inversions of w form a Young diagram (see Figure 1, in which the example of the 
permutation w =24679(11)1358(10) is depicted) and one can identify standard w- 
tableaux with anti-standard Young tableaux of a suitable shape. Another interesting 
case is that of the shape w = l ( l  - 1). • • 21 (i.e. the permutation of maximal ength). 
The set of inversions contains all positive roots and the shape w corresponds to the 
Young diagram of staircase shape. It is easy to see that the condition (T4) in this, case 
is equivalent to the 'balance condition' of Edelman and Greene (see [5, def. 2.1]). 
EXAMPLE 3.3: the root systems C~ and D~. We arrange positive roots of the root 
system C1 in the following way: 
E1 - -  E2  E1  - -  E3  
E 2 - -  E 3 
• " " E l  - -  E l  
• . .  E 2 - -  E l  
o . .  
Et_ 1 -- e I 
E1 + E l  ~'1 ~ E I - I  " " " E l  + E3  E1  + E2  
E2+8l  E2 + et-1 " ' "  82+83 
. .  . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . 
et-1 + el 2et-1 
2et  
2E1 
2e2 
As for the system At, the roots are growing in rows and columns. The only simple root 
which fulfils the assumption of Lemma 3.1 is a = 2et. The set A,~ consists of the roots 
el + ej. Let w ~ W e. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that the graphic representation f the 
inversion set Fw forms a transpose of a shifted Young diagram (see Figure 2 for the 
I 
I 
FIGURE 2 
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example of w in the Weyl group of the root system C9 which maps the base vectors 
el, e2 . . . . .  e9 onto e2, e4, es, es, -eg, -e7, -e6, -e3 and -e~ respectively). Under 
usual identifications, standard w-tableaux correspond to an anti-standard shifted Young 
tableaux of suitable shape. 
We obtain the matrix of positive roots for the root system DI by erasing in the matrix 
for el roots of form 2et. The simple root a = et-~ + et fulfils the assumption of 3.1 and 
also in this case w-tableaux, w e W °, correspond to some anti-standard shifted Young 
tableaux. 
4. THE SYMMETRIC GROUP 
In this section we give an interpretation of Stanley's result on the number of reduced 
decompositions of permutations in the framework of the representation theory of 
symmetric groups. The main result can be summarized in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. There exists a family {Sew} of rational vector spaces with w running the 
set of  all permutations such that: 
(i) 6e w is a representation of the symmetric group 2~/~w); 
(ii) the dimension of ~w is one if w is a simple transposition; 
(iii) ,9'w---(~) if'v, where the sum is over all permutations v such that v - lw is a simple 
transposition and l(w) = l(v) + 1. 
The proof will be given in course of this section. Now, let us note some of its 
consequences. It follows easily from conditions (ii) and (iii) that the dimension of Sew is 
equal to the number of reduced ecompositions of w. On the other hand, the space S"w 
is a direct sum of Specht modules as a representation of ~71tw~. Hence the number of 
reduced ecompositions of any permutation is a linear combination of dimensions fA of 
Specht modules with non-negative coefficients. At the end of the section, we will obtain 
more detailed information on these coefficients. 
We start with some notational conventions. The permutation group of a finite set X 
is denoted by Zx. For a subset Y of X, we identify the group ~r  with the subgroup of 
•x consisting of permutations which act as the identity on the subset X\Y .  If X is the 
set {1, 2 . . . . .  l}, then we write 27 l instead of 27 x. The group 271 is the Weyl group of the 
root system At-I. 
We recall a certain construction which is well known in the representation theory of 
the symmetric group. 
Let c = (cl, c2, ca, • • .) be a sequence of non-negative integers with the sum N. 
DEFINITION 4.2. A tabloid of the form c is a sequence (A1, A2, A3, . . . )  of sets such 
that: 
(4.2.1) IA,I = c: 
(4.2.2) [.3 A, = {1, 2 . . . .  , N}. 
Denote by ~ the vector space over the field of rational numbers the base of which is 
the set of all tabloids of the form c. The natural action of the group ~N on the set 
{1, 2 . . . . .  N} induces an action of ZN on tabloids and ~f~ is a permutation representa- 
tion of this group. 
Let us fix i and let c' be a sequence of non-negative integers uch that c; = ci - 1 and 
c~ = cj for j # i. We define a linear map ~oi: .,~ ~ -,/~c' setting on the base 
~oi(A1,A2,...)=SA1, A2 , . . . ,A t - I ,  AiX{N},AI+I . . . .  ) i fN  ~Ai,  
[ 0 otherwise. 
This map preserves the action of Z~_~. 
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DEFINITION 4.3. Let U = [u j  be a zero-one matrix with exactly N ones. A matrix 
T = [tu] is a tableau of the shape U, or U-tableau for short, if the numbers of rows and 
columns of T are the same as the numbers of rows and columns of U, tij. = 0 iff u u = 0, 
and each of the numbers 1, 2 , . . . ,  N occurs in T exactly once. 
The group -YN acts on tableaux permuting non-zero elements. By cgr we denote the 
column stabilizer of T, i.e. the subgroup of ZN consisting of permutations which do not 
change the content of columns of T. 
Instead of a matrix presentation it is more handily to treat a tableau as a system of 
boxes filled with labels. A box with label zero will be called unessential and we will 
usually omit label zero when a tableau is depicted. 
Let T be any tableau of the shape U and denote by c(U) the sequence (Cl, c2, c3 . . . .  ) 
where ci = Yv cij. We assign to T a tabloid {T} = (A1, A2, A3 . . . .  ) of the form c(U) 
setting Ai to be the set of non-zero labels in the ith row of T. 
DEFINITION 4.4. The element 
er = ~ (-I)"')T{T} 
of ~(u), where the sum ranges over all elements r in column stabilizer ~r, is called a 
polytabloid associated to tableau T. 
It turns out that the group action of 27N on ~(u) permute polytabloids. 
LEMMA 4.5. Assume that T is a tableau. Then: 
(4.5.1) txer = e~,rfor each i~ E ~,N; 
(4.5.2) I f  z E ~r, then e,r = (-1)t(~)er. 
PROOF. It follows by a simple calculation (cf. [10]). [] 
It follows from the lemma that the subspace of ~ctu) spanned by tabloids assigned to 
tableaux of shape U is a representation f ,~N. It is clear that if a matrix U' is obtained 
from U by permuting rows or columns or by adding to U zero rows or columns, then 
the representations Yu and Se w are isomorphic. 
In the representation theory of symmetric groups, the representations 6eu for shapes 
U corresponding to Young diagrams play a significant role. If U corresponds to Young 
diagram A (resp. to skew Young diagram h//z), then the representation St u is called the 
Specht module of the shape h (skew Specht module of the shape A//z) and it will be 
denoted by Y~ (by 9°~,). The two following theorems are well known. 
THEOREM 4.6. I f  A ranges over the set of ordinary Young diagrams with N boxes, 
then the Specht modules 5e A are irreducible and pairwise non-equivalent. Moreover, 
every ~w-module is isomorphic to a direct sum of Specht modules 6e a (cf [10]). [] 
THEOREM 4.7. I f  A/I~ is a skew Young diagram, then the set of polytabloids {er}, 
where T ranges over standard Young tableaux of the shape A/Iz, is a linear base of 6e~, 
(cf [6]). [] 
Now let U be any zero-one matrix. Assume that u,.j = 1 and let U' be the matrix 
obtained from U by replacing the element ui,j by zero. Denote c = c(U), c' = c(U') and 
let tp~: ~ ~ ~c" be the map described above. Let T be a U-tableau with label N in the 
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box corresponding to the indices (i, j). Denote by T'  the U'-tableau obtained from T 
by removing the label N. 
LEMMA 4.8. In the above notation we have ¢i(er) = er.. Moreover, if the ith row of  
T contains only one essential box, then ¢~(Seu) equals Sfu,. 
PROOF. The first assertion is an immediate consequence of the fact that cg r, = ~r  tq 
ZN-1. NOW assume that the number one appears only once in the ith row of U. We 
have ¢~(ffu) ~ flu' from the first part of the lemma. Conversely, let S be a U-tableau 
with label x ~ N in the ith row. If ¢(es) ~ O, then the labels x and N must appear in the 
same column of S. Denote by r the transposition exchanging x and N. The tableau rS 
has the label N in the ith row and es = -e~s according to (4.4.2). [] 
Now let w ~ Zt be a permutation. In Section 2, we defined w-tableaux as some 
functions on the set of positive roots. Now we want to identify w-tableaux with some 
U-tableaux. To this end, we define a matrix U(w) = [u(w)ij] by the formula 
1 if i < j  and w(i) > w(j), 
u(w)i j= 0 otherwise. 
It is easy to see that u(w)i,j = 1 iff the root ei - e/is an inversion for w, and it is obvious 
how to identify a w-tableau with a U(w)-tableau (el. Example 3.2). The matrix U(w) is 
always strictly upper triangular, so one can omit boxes corresponding to elements on 
and under the main diagonal when depicting a U(w)-tableau. In Figure 3 the matrix 
U(w) and an example of a w-tableau are shown for w = 4153726. Although in a tableau 
there are no boxes corresponding to the first column of U(w), it is convenient to keep 
the same numbering of columns in a diagram as in the corresponding matrix. 
Assume that the length of w equals N and denote by 5~w the 27N-module 5evtw ). We 
claim that the family {few} fulfils conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 4.1. In fact, only 
condition (iii) requires proof, and the rest of the section is devoted to achieve this goal. 
Here, we sketch only an ideal of the proof. We will proceed by induction on l(w). To 
perform an induction step, we will describe a filtration of 5",~ with factors isomorphic, as 
ZN-1 modules, to some Se~, where l (w)=l (v )+ 1. To this end, we need another 
description of Sew. The correctness of that description will be also proved by induction 
in parallel to the main statement. 
Before the proof, we will interpret combinatorially some notions concerning root 
system At-l. Let ei - ej be a positive root. All decompositions of it are of the form 
e, - ej = (e, - ek) + (ek -- ej), i < k < j, 
so the boxes corresponding to summands of e~ - ej lie in ith row to the left of e,. - e/ 
and in jth column below ei - ej and form a kind of a hook. 
If w =wlw2""wt  is a permutation, then the sequence c(w)= (cl, c2 , . . . ,  ct-1), 
U(w) -- 
0101010 
0000000 
0001010 
0000010 
000001.1  
0000000 
3 1 2 
5 
4 
8 7 
FIGURE 3 
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where ci is the number of indices j such that i < j  and wj < w, is called a code of w. 
Similarly, the anticode of w is a sequence a(w)= (a2 ,  a 3 . . . . .  al)  , where a, is the 
number of those j < i for which w i > w~. One can interpret he code of w (~anticode of 
w) as the sequence of numbers of essential boxes in rows (columns) of any w-tableau." 
Now we want to give an alternate description of the module Sew. Roughly speaking, 
we will present 5e~ as a quotient of the space of tableau by the Garnir relations. Such a 
description is well known for Specht modules, but for a general shape U(w) it requires 
some modifications. 
Let U be a zero-one matrix with exactly N ones. Let ~r~ be a space spanned by all 
U-tableaux as a base. Denote by ~r v the quotient of ff'u by the subspace spanned by 
elements of the form T - ( -1)" ' )zT,  where T is a U-tableau and z ~ ~r, and let T be 
the coset of T in ~-u. It is easy to check that q , , r=/z  • ~r" /x  -1. Hence the natural 
action of 2:N on tableaux induces a linear action of -~N on ~u. 
It follows from Lemma 4.5 that the map 
given by the formula 
is well defined and ~N-equivariant. 
' • e r r - - ,  Seu, ~U. 
rob(T) = er, 
Let T be a U-tableau and assume that A and B are subsets of labels in two different 
columns of T. An element 
r G.4.a ~, ( -1 ) ' ( ' ) t  • T' 
of the space ~-u, where the summation ranges over any set of left coset representatives 
of -~AZs in 27AuB, is called a Garnir element defined by A and B. (The Garnier element 
does not depend on the choice of representatives, because -SAZB ----- ~r.) 
A shadow of the kth and mth columns of T is the number of i such that at least one 
pair of indices (i, k) or (i, m) corresponds to an essential box of T. Let A and B be 
subsets of labels in the kth and mth columns respectively. We will say that A and B do 
not miss one another if the shadow of the kth and ruth columns is less than IA[ + IBI. 
LemmA 4.9. I f  sets A and B of  labels in two different columns of  T do not miss one 
another, then ' r ~ru( G A.B ) = O. 
Proov. This follows from the fact that in any tableau zT, z ~ cCr, there exists a row 
which meets both A and B (cf. [10]). [] 
Let ~u be the subspace of flu spanned by all Garnir elements r GA.B for all U-tableaux 
T and all pairs of subsets A, B of labels in columns of T which do not miss one another. 
It follows from Lemma 4.9 that the map zr~ factorizes through the quotient ~u/~u, i.e. 
there exists a map zru making the following diagram commutative: 
~U/~u 
If U = U(w) for some permutation w, then we write ~w, ~ and yr,, instead of ~-u, qdu 
and Ztu respectively. 
Let w be a permutation of length N. We denote by ffk the subspace in ft., spanned by 
cosets T of tableaux T such that T(cri) = N for some simple root tri = ei - e,.+l, where 
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i ~ ~ i ~ ~ 
T T' 
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i ~< k. Let ~ be the image of ~'k under 7rw. Assume that a simple root o'i is an inversion 
for w. Then l(wsi) = l(w) - 1. Also, let 
~,: ~r --.> ~. 
be a map which assigns to a coset 7" of (ws~)-tableau T the coset T'  of tableau T'  
obtained from T by interchanging the ith row with the (i + 1)th one and the ith column 
with the (i + 1)th one and adding label N in the box corresponding to the root o-~ (cf. 
(2.7)). 
PROPOSmON 4.10. The image of  the space ~ws, under ~i is contained in ~- i  + ~.  
To prove the proposition, we fix a (wsz)-tableau T and let A and B be two subsets in 
different columns of T which do not miss one another. We have ~z(GA,a) =7" G r°A,a, 
where T'  is as described above. Hence, only a case in which A and B miss one another 
in the tableau T'  requires a proof. Such a situation is possible when one of the subsets, 
say A, lies in the (i + 1)th column of T' ,  while in the column containing subset B (we 
denote by k the number of that column) there is no essential box in the ith row (cf. 
Figure 4). We will treat separately two subcases depending on whether or not in the 
kth column there are essential boxes in rows with numbers larger than i. 
LEMMA 4.11. Let S be a w-tableau and assume that the lowest essential box in the 
column of S containing label N lies in the pth row. Then S ~ ~'p + ~.  
PROOF. Let j be the number of column of S containing N. The assertion is evidently 
true when p = j - 1, so we can assume that p < j - 1. Let B be the set of all labels in 
the (i + 1)th column of S and let A -- {N}. It follows from the assumption of the lemma 
that the box (p + 1, j) is not essential (of. Figure 5). Hence wp+l < wj. If a box (r, j) is 
P p+l 
p÷! j 
FIGURE 5 
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essential for some r~p,  then w,> wj. Therefore w, > w,,+~ and the box (r, p + 1) is 
essential. This means that the sets A and B do not miss one another. Let us look at the 
Garnir element GS,e. It is a sum of cosets of tableaux with signs. However; only one of 
those tableaux has label N in the jth column and the coset of it is S, while the others 
have label N in the (p + 1)th column; i.e. the corresponding cosets belong to ~p. [] 
Lemma 4.11 allows us to prove Proposition 4.10 in the case in which the kth column 
does not contain essential boxes in rows lower than the ith one. Assume that A and B 
are sets of labels of, respectively, the (i + 1)th and kth columns of T'  which do not miss 
one another in T, but that they do in T'. Then the sets A' = A U {N} and B do not miss 
one another in T' and r" GA..B is an element of ,~. We look more closely at that Garnir 
element. Let r~, r2 , . . . ,  r, be a set of coset representatives of ,SA27B in "~AUB" 
Permutations r~, r2 , . . - ,  r, represent different cosets of ZA'Za in 2A'U8 and we 
complete this set to a full set r~, r2, .. •, T~, . . . ,  ro of coset representatives. Then 
T'  q C~,.~ = ~ ( -1 )1( " )~ • 7 '  = C~;8  + ( -1) ' ( " )z ' j  • /" 
j=l  j=s+l 
or, equivalently, 
q 
T ,  _ 
= GA',B ~ (--lY(~')'rj • T' 
j=s+l  
However, the label N is in the kth row of tableau rjT' for j>s  and rjT' belongs to 
~-1 + ~ because of Proposition 4.10. In this case the proposition follows. 
Now we deal with the case in which in the kth column of T' there is at least one 
essential box below the ith row. We have w,.+l < wi < Wk and one can permute rows of 
T' in such a way that the kth, ith and (i + 1)th columns form some skew Young 
diagram. For a moment, we concentrate our attention upon that diagram. To simplify 
the notation, we isolate it from the tableau. 
Let 1>11 >12>0 and ml ~m2>0 , let A be the Young diagram with columns of 
lengths l, ll and 12, let/~ be the Young diagram with columns of lengths m~ and m2, 
and assume that the skew Young diagram A//z has n boxes. Let A' be a diagram 
obtained from A by removing top box from the first column, and let/x'  be a diagram 
obtained from/z by adding the third column with one box (cf. Figure 6). 
We will consider skew Specht modules 5e~, 5Ca,o, and 5e~,,. It follows from Lemma 
4.8 that ~l(~ex/~,) = 5e~,/~ and ~0~(Se~o, ) = 5eA/~,. Let 
~: ~- ,  5e~,~ @ ~,,, 
be the restriction of the sum ¢1 + ~z. 
LEMMA 4.12. The kernel of ~ is spanned by polytabloids assigned to tableaux with 
the label n in the middle column of A/l~. 
FIGURE 6 
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PROOF. We Will say that a polytabloid is 'good' if it is assigned to a tableau with the 
label n in the middle column of the diagram. There are no essential boxes in the first 
and lth rows of the middle column, so tp maps good polytabloids onto zero. 
We divide the proof into three steps. In step 1, we will interpret dim(ker ~p) 
combinatorially using the standard base of Specht modules. Then, in step 2, we will 
construct a base of ker tp. In step 3, we will show that each element of that base is a 
linear combination of good polytabloids. 
Step 1. For any skew Young diagram, polytabloids assigned to standard Young 
tableau form a linear base of the Specht module. When we multiply all elements of 
some base by a fixed permutation, we obtain another base. In particular, polytabloids 
assigned to anti-standard Young tableaux (AYT) also form a base. We will interpret 
the dimension of ker q~ as a number of some AYT of the shape A//z. 
It follows from 4.8 that ~p is surjective. Hence the dimension of the image of ~p is 
equal to the sum of numbers of AYT of shapes A'//z and A//z'. To each AYT of shape 
A//z', we assign AYT of shape A//z by adding a box with label n to the last column. In 
this way, we obtain all AYT of shape A//z with n in the last column. Similarly, to each 
AYT of shape A'//~ we assign AYT of shape A//z in the following way. We lift the first 
column up by one box and then we add a box with label n at the bottom of the first 
column. It follows that the dimension of ker ~p is equal to the number of AYT of shape 
A//z such that the label n is in the middle column or it is in the first column, but one 
cannot obtain the tableau from AYT of shape A'/tz by the procedure described above. 
Step 2. AYT of shape A//z which cannot be obtained from AYT of shape A'//z is of 
the form 
22 b2 
bo 
where ai > b,., but at < bt-1 for at least one i. For any such tableau S, let i be the 
smallest index for which ai<b~-i and denote A={ . . . .  a~÷l,a~} and B= 
{bi-1, hi-2 . . . .  }. Let 
Gs = ~ (-1)'(')z" "es, 
where the sum ranges over any set of coset representatives of ZAZB in Z,,toB. The 
function tp maps Gs onto zero because Gs is the image of the Garnir element G s and A,BJ 
the sets A and B do not misss one another in the tableau S' obtained from S by 
deleting the box with label n. 
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We claim that the elements Gs together with polytabloids e o, where Q is the AYT of 
the shape A//z with n in the middle column, form a base for ker tp. It is sufficient o 
prove that these elements are linearly independent. This can be done in a standard way 
using order on column classes of tableaux (cf. [10, 13.10 and 13.11]). 
Step 3. We have to show that the elements Gs defined above are linear combinations 
of good polytabloids. To this end, we remark that the sets A' = A U {n} and B do not 
miss one another, and one can proceed as in the first part of the proof of 4.10. [] 
Now we are able to return to the proof of Proposition 4.10. We must show that 
GA.BT' E ~-~ + ,~. We have already seen that the columns of T '  with numbers (i + 1), 
i and k form a skew Young diagram. Let U be the submatrix of U(w) consisting of 
these three columns. If we ignore all labels not lying in one of the three distinguished 
t T"  columns of T ,  then we can treat GA,B as an element of fly- Let g be the image of Grin 
in the Specht module b"u ~ Se~,,. It is easy to see that g fulfils the assumptions of 
Lemma 4.11; hence it is a sum of polytabloids assigned to tableaux with N in the ith 
column. However, it is known that if a matrix U corresponds to skew Young diagram 
then the Specht module 5ev is isomorphic to T~/@u (see [6, Theorem 3.9]) and the 
proposition follows from Lemma 4.11. 
Now, we are in a position to prove that the family {Se~} fulfils condition (iii) of 
Theorem 4.1. More precisely, we prove the following fact. 
PROPOSITION 4.13. For any permutation w, ,F,t(w)-modules S~w and ~rw/~ are 
isomorphic. The restriction of  Sew to ,Sl(~,)-i is isomorphic to a direct sum ~) 5ev, where 
the sum ranges over all permutations v such that v-~w is a simple transposition and 
l(w) = l(v) + 1. 
PROOF. Denote N = l(w) and recall that ~ was defined as the subspace of srw 
spanned by cosets 7" of tableaux T such that T(trj) = N for some j ~< i. It follows that if 
~-1  is a proper subspace of ~ ,  then tr; is an inversion for w. So assume that o-~ is an 
inversion and let s,- be the reflection related to o'i. 
Denote by U' the matrix obtained from U= U(w) by replacing number one 
corresponding to tr,- by zero. Let 
be as defined above. The function <p~ maps ~_1 onto zero; hence it induces a map 
~';: ~l~-l-~ ~(u'). 
It follows from the description of action of simple reflection on positive roots that the 
matrix U' differs from U(wsi) by the order of rows and columns numbered by i and 
i+1.  Let 
be the isomorphism defined on a base by the formula 
¢;'(Al, A2, • • •, A,, A,+I . . . .  ) = (A1, A2, • • • , Ai+I, A , . . . )  
and let ¢~ be the composition map of ¢; and ¢;'. If T is a w-tableau such that T(o-~) = N, 
then 
(4.14) £,(er + ~-1)  = er., 
where T" is the tableau obtained from T by deleting the label N and interchanging the 
ith row with the (i + 1)th one and the ith column with the (i + 1)th one. Hence the 
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image of ~ is equal to Sew,. For every simple reflection o'~ ¢ Fw, we consider the 
following diagram: 
(~ + ~,)/(~,-, + %) ~ ~w,,l~w,, 
P- 1-, 
~/~- ,  ' ~'w,, 
The maps ~i and n~w are induced by ~g and ~w respectively. All of the maps in the 
diagram are surjective, and we assume inductively that 7rw,, is an isomorphism. 
Computing dimensions, we can conclude that all the maps are bijective. In particular, 
the ZN_rmodules ~/~_~ and 5ewe, are isomorphic. Now let a~, a~ . . . .  , a~, be the set 
of all simple inversions of w. Then ~, c ~ c . . -=  ~.  = b~w is a Zw with factors 
b~w,,: 5e~,, . . . ,  ~w,~ and the second statement of the proposition follows from 
semisimp~city. 
Similarly, the space J~/ ,~ has a filtration {~ + .~/,~}. Factors of that filtration are 
isomorphic to ~/~_~ and it follows that ff~/,~ is isomorphic to Sew, as claimed. [] 
As a corollary of the proof, we obtain the following: 
COROLLARY 4.15. The set {er}, where T ranges over standard w-tableaux, is a linear 
base of Sew. 
PROOF. The proof follows from (4.14), by induction. [] 
The two constructions of Sew described above allow us to say something more about 
the multiplicities of Specht modules in Sew. Let A(w) be the partition obtained by 
reordering of code c(w) of w, and let/z(w) be the partition conjugate to the partition 
obtained by reordering the anticode a(w) of w. 
THEOREM 4.16. I f  the multiplicity of bPa in ffw is non-zero, then A(w) ~< A ~</z(w). 
Moreover, aA(w)<~ min(Ka,acw ), K:,~(w)-), where KA,v is the Kostka number and v- is 
a partition dual to the partition v. 
PROOF. The module Sew is contained in the space ~c(w) spanned by polytabloids. 
The space ~c(w) is isomorphic to the representation of ZN induced from trivial 
representation f the Young subgroup associated to the partition h(w). But K~.ACw) is a 
multiplicity of 5e~ in that representation; hence A ~ A(w) and aA(w)<-Kx,~w) (of. [10, 
6.1] and [15]). On the other hand, 6ew is a quotient of ~,,, which is isomorphic to the 
ZN-representation i duced from the sign representation of the Young subgroup 
determined by the partition/~(w), and the second restriction on aA(w) follows. [] 
As a corollary of Theorem 4.16, we obtain Stanley's result on the number of reduced 
decompositions in the symmetric group (el. [16, Corollary 3.1 and Theorem 4.1]). 
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